ABSTRACT

The Emirate of Dubai has, as a result of deliberate policy actions, been able to reinvigorate, indeed to reinvent, its Intellectual Property Potential. That is to say Dubai has boosted its ability to be the originator (and creator) of intellectual property subject-matter, rather than merely a consumer thereof. Dubai has achieved the two conditions through which an intellectual property régime becomes a valuable national asset for a country with an initially low Intellectual Property Potential: namely a structured regulatory framework coupled with effective infrastructure-related action. Dubai’s undertakings in the intellectual property sphere go to show that even a country that has an initially low Intellectual Property Potential and a high reliance on raw materials, can chart its own distinct path towards an intellectual property rich economy.
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DUBAI'S NEW INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY-BASED ECONOMY:
PROSPECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT DEPENDENCY

AMIR H. KHOURY*

"Dubai had big dreams and a bright vision and we used what we had - and created what we needed - to build the right environment where big ideas and fresh thinking can take off." 

INTRODUCTION

I. EVOLUTION IN THE MAKING

In this article I propose that the Emirate of Dubai has, as a result of deliberate policy actions, been able to reinvigorate, indeed to reinvent, its "Intellectual Property Potential." That is to say Dubai has boosted its ability to be the originator (and creator) of intellectual property subject matter, rather than merely a consumer thereof.

Dubai has achieved the two conditions through which an intellectual property régime becomes a valuable national asset for a country with an initially low "Intellectual Property Potential"; namely a structured regulatory framework coupled with effective infrastructure-related action. I will highlight the steps that Dubai has undertaken in this regard. In other words, Dubai has been able to enjoy a dash toward spectacular economic development derived from its natural resources, while in the process, evading the "Dependency" trap, wherein the use of another's technology renders the user ever dependent on continued technological transfers. In effect, Dubai has been able to lay the foundations for a distinctive "Development" track. These foundations are symptomatic of Dubai's endeavor to maintain its

* Lecturer, Tel Aviv University, Faculty of Law. This article was written while I was a Cegla Fellow. My sincere thanks go to the Cegla Center for Interdisciplinary Research of the Law at the Faculty of Law, Tel Aviv University for its support of this research project and to the participants of the Faculty Seminar at the Faculty of Law, Tel Aviv University, held on January 5, 2009, for their comments, ideas and remarks.


3 Id. at 16.


5 Martin Hvidt, Governance in Dubai: The Emergence of Political and Economic Ties Between the Public and Private Sector 10 (Ctr. for Contemp. Middle East Studies, Univ. of Den., Working Paper Series No. 6, 2006), available at http://www.sdu.dk/~/media/Files/Om SDU/Centre/C_Mellmoest/Videncenter/Working_papers/06WP2006MH1.ashx.
blossoming economy that is intended to continue to flourish even after its oil reserves are depleted.\(^6\)

My contention is that Dubai's undertakings in the intellectual property sphere, go to show that even a country that has an initially low "Intellectual Property Potential" and a high reliance on raw materials, can chart its own distinct path towards an intellectual property rich economy.

In this research I will first highlight the structure of Dubai's economy and its intellectual property related regulatory system. Following this, I examine the debate relating to the perceived national benefits of intellectual property protection in countries that do not have a notable "Intellectual Property Potential." In the section that follows this, I demonstrate how despite the apparent one-sided benefits that the intellectual property system grants primarily to Developed countries, Dubai has been able to create a distinct national policy that is geared towards the creation of an integrated national infrastructure that can boost its "Intellectual Property Potential."

II. THE LEGAL AND COMMERCIAL CHRONICLES OF DUBAI

A. Dubai and Energy: Not a Synergy!

The Emirate of Dubai is located in the northeast portion of the United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.).\(^7\) Dubai City, the emirate's capital, is the U.A.E.'s principal commercial center.\(^8\) It is also home to the U.A.E.'s main seaport.\(^9\) Originally, starting in the 1960s, Dubai's economy was based on its booming oil industry.\(^10\) Contrary to popular perception, however, the oil and gas sectors no longer dominate now its Gross National Product.\(^11\) Indeed, Dubai is expected to exhaust its oil reserves in less than two decades.\(^12\) Even now, Dubai only has a two percent share of the U.A.E.'s gas reserves.\(^13\) Nevertheless, Dubai accounts for 65% of the U.A.E.'s

\(^6\) See MAKTOM, DUBAI STRATEGIC PLAN, supra note 2, at 19.
\(^7\) FRAUKE HEARD-BEY, FROM TRUCIAL STATES TO UNITED ARAB EMIRATES: A SOCIETY IN TRANSITION 14–15 (Longman 1982). The United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.) is a Middle Eastern federation of seven states situated in the southeast of the Arabian Peninsula in Southwest Asia on the Persian Gulf, bordering Oman and Saudi Arabia. Id. at 11–17. The seven states, termed emirates, are Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, Fujairah, Ras al-Khaimah, Sharjah, and Umm al-Quwain. Id.
\(^8\) See CHRISTOPHER M. DAVIDSON, DUBAI: THE VULNERABILITY OF SUCCESS 1–2 (Columbia Univ. Press 2008).
\(^10\) See DAVIDSON, supra note 8, at 1.
\(^11\) See id.
\(^12\) Hvidt, supra note 5, at 9. Dubai's GDP as of 2005 was USD 37 billion. MAKTOM, DUBAI STRATEGIC PLAN, supra note 2, at 19. Although Dubai's economy was built on the back of the oil industry, revenues from oil and natural gases currently account for less than 6% of the emirate's revenues. Id. The emirate's share in UAE's gas revenues is about 2%. UAE Oil and Gas, http://www.uae.gov.ae/Government/oil_gas.htm (last visited Aug. 21, 2009). Dubai's oil reserves have diminished significantly and are expected to be exhausted by approximately 2025. Id.
\(^13\) Id.
manufactured exports.\textsuperscript{14} Even more so, per capita, Dubai has become among the richest state in the oil-rich region of the Persian Gulf relative to the size of its population.\textsuperscript{15} Dubai has been transformed, literally overnight, into the new hotspot for commerce, tourism and business.\textsuperscript{16}

Indeed, Dubai has undergone a dramatic change over the past three decades.\textsuperscript{17} It appears to have set its sights on becoming a major business center with a dynamic and more diversified economy.\textsuperscript{18} Furthermore, due to its strategic location at the heart of the Persian Gulf, Dubai serves as the biggest re-exporting center in the Middle East, and enjoys thriving manufacturing, finance, and information technology sectors.\textsuperscript{19} Dubai real estate and tourism sectors have also flourished.\textsuperscript{20} I submit that the intellectual property laws and their practical application on the national level are indicative of Dubai's deviation away from the oil sector.\textsuperscript{21}

\section*{B. Intellectual Property Regulation in the U.A.E. and in Dubai}

The U.A.E. is a member of the leading international organizations that are involved in the protection of intellectual property rights. Specifically, the U.A.E. is a member of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)\textsuperscript{22} and the World Trade Organization (WTO).\textsuperscript{23} In addition, it is party to a long list of intellectual property related agreements including the Paris Convention for the Protection of

\begin{itemize}
\item See \textit{MakTooum, Dubai Strategic Plan}, supra note 2, at 21; Steven T. Taylor, \textit{United Arab Emirates... The Epitome of a Booming Economy Draws U.S. Law Firms en Masse}, 27 \textit{Of Counsel} 1, 1-2, 16 (2008). Dubai's economy grew around sixteen per cent in 2005 to be worth an estimated thirty-seven billion dollars. \textit{MakTooum, Dubai Strategic Plan}, supra note 2, at 18–19. This rate of growth is expected to exceed that of China, acknowledged to be one of the fastest growing economies in the world today with a growth rate of (then) 8.5 per cent. \textit{Id.} at 16–17.
\item See \textit{Davidson, supra note 8}, at 1–2.
\item \textit{MakTooum, Dubai Strategic Plan}, supra note 2, at 21.
\item \textit{Cf. Davidson, supra note 8}, at 1 (describing Dubai's advantageous position in the Persian Gulf, a prime location for the exportation of goods).
\item \textit{Id.}
\item \textit{Id. note 15, at 9.}
\item Dubai has made tremendous progress within recent years towards the establishment of a knowledge-based economy. Economic solutions have been embarked upon that rely heavily on Dubai's capabilities to access and use the world's assets of knowledge and experience, especially to enable this emirate to create its own knowledge environment. The Dubai government has undertaken several large scale and capital intensive initiatives to strengthen its industrial base and to diversify its economy and income.
\item \textit{Id.}
\item Notification of Acceptance, Protocol for the Accession of the United Arab Emirates to the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, WT/Let/70 (Mar. 12, 1996).
\end{itemize}

The U.A.E. has enacted various intellectual property laws covering patents, trademarks and copyrights. In the U.A.E., patents are protected in accordance with the Patent and Industrial Design Law Number 17 of 2002, which amended Federal Law Number 44 for the year 1992. Notably, in the U.A.E., patents can be protected either by registering the patent with the U.A.E. patent office or by filing a patent application with the Gulf Cooperation Council Patent Office. Furthermore, thanks to its PCT membership, the U.A.E. can be designated in a PCT application and similarly, U.A.E. nationals (person or entity) can utilize that system in order to file their respective patents abroad. In the U.A.E., patent coverage is quite extensive, covering machines, methods of production, as well as chemical compounds and pharmaceutical formulas. Also, due to its membership in the Paris Convention, an inventor or owner of other types of industrial property can claim Convention priority.

24 WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION, supra note 22, at 583.
25 Id.
27 Id.
28 Id.
29 Id.
32 Id. In the U.A.E., a patent application is examined as to both formalities and substance including novelty, inventiveness and industrial applicability. Id. arts. 4-5. If the application is refused, the applicant has the right to appeal to a specialized committee in the Patent Office. Id. art. 12. Once an application is accepted, it is published in the Official Gazette. Id. art. 13. Any interested party has the right to oppose the acceptance of the patent. Id. The opposition must be filed with the designated committee within sixty days as of the date of publication in the Official Gazette. Id. In the absence of an opposition, the registration certificate is issued. Id. A patent is now valid for twenty years. Id. art. 14. However, this validity is contingent upon payment of annual maintenance fees. Id. art. 14. The right to a patent may be assigned or licensed. Id. art. 18. In order for the assignment to be valid against third parties, it must be recorded at the Patent Office and published in the Official Gazette. Id. art. 18. Use of patents in the U.A.E. constitutes a crucial requirement for the validity of a registered patent. Id. art. 20. Thus, if the owner of a patented invention does not satisfy the stipulated “working”, then the patent will be subject to compulsory licensing under the provisions of the law Id.
33 Id. art. 1.
Trademarks in the U.A.E. are regulated and protected in accordance with Federal Law Number 19 for the year 2000 and Federal Law Number 8 for the year 2002, which implements the standards set by international agreements. The new U.A.E. copyright law Number 7 of 2002 grants copyright protection for a period beginning with from the time of creation of the work and extending until 50 years after the author's death. This law protects original works of authorship as well as related rights. The law provides for the imposition of penalties, including fines and imprisonment. It also allows for the destruction of infringing copies and equipment that are used to create them.

U.A.E. became a member of the Convention on September 19, 1996.

Federal Law No. (8) of 2002 (trademarks) (U.A.E.) (amending Federal Law No. (37) of 1992). According to this law, a mark need not be in use in the U.A.E. in order to qualify for registration. The application should reveal the name, address and nationality of the applicant, as well as the goods or services that are to be covered by the mark. Once an application is filed, the application is examined. The UAE trademark office applies the classification system of the Nice Agreement (8th edition). AL TAMIMI & Co., TRADEMARK LAW 8, available at http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/classifications/nice/en/pdf/8-alphabetical_list.pdf. If, upon examination, the Office decides to accept the application, then it will proceed to issue a “Notice of Acceptance,” and the mark will be published for oppositions in the Official Trademarks Gazette and in two local newspapers. Federal Law No. (8) of 2002, art. 14. An interested party may oppose the mark within 30 days. The applicant needs to respond within 15 days of rejecting the opposition. If the trademark registrar rules on the application, and his decision may be appealed before the trademark committee which decision, in turn, may be appealed before the civil courts. At the conclusion of that process, and if the application is accepted, it is then registered by the Office. Indeed, if no oppositions are filed or if oppositions filed are unsuccessful, the mark will be registered, subject to payment of registration fees, and a certificate of registration will be issued by the office. A trademark registration is valid for a period of 10 years, and subject to payment of fees, can be renewed for consecutive periods of 10 years each. If a trademark registration is not renewed on time, the owner of the mark can still request to renew the registration, subject to a fine, within 3 months of its expiry.


The author's economic rights include the exclusive right to license the use of the work, through any means, particularly reproduction including electronic loading and storage, any form of representation, broadcasting or rebroadcasting, public performance or broadcasting, translation, modification, alteration, leasing, rental, lending or any form of publication including access through computer or information network, communication network or other means. The author shall also have the right to assign all or part of his economic rights.


In addition to these laws, the U.A.E. has recently enacted two federal laws, namely Federal Law Number 1 of 2006 regarding Electronic Transactions and Commerce and Federal Law Number 2 of 2006 regarding Cybercrime. These laws are deemed to constitute the centerpiece for creating a regulative framework in the U.A.E. that can address the challenges of the digital age.

C. The Underlying Debate Regarding the Benefits of Intellectual Property Laws

As has been detailed above, the U.A.E. has enacted intellectual property laws in accordance with its international obligations (i.e., TRIPS as well as WIPO administered treaties). The question that presents itself here is: can this legal framework contribute, in whole or in part, to Dubai's economy?

The debate over the benefits of intellectual property laws on the economy of countries is framed by two opposing views. On the one hand, proponents of intellectual property legislation contend that intellectual property protection is beneficial to all economies, notwithstanding their level of development. In their view, such protection assists domestic producers to reap income that would otherwise be lost to counterfeitters (and "free riders") and encourages investments in developing countries by boosting the confidence of foreign investors. Accordingly, intellectual property protection is said to provide incentives to develop local crafts, clothing, foods and services. Furthermore, economic development is deemed to be a "dynamic process" in which intellectual property rights may be used fruitfully to help convert "free riders" into "fair followers." This, in turn, contributes towards opening the local markets and creating new jobs.

Others challenge this rosy picture. They hold that developing countries have assumed the role of consumers rather than holders of intellectual property assets.

44 See discussion supra Part II.B.
45 Compare SHAHID ALIKHAN, SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 42–45 (World Intellectual Prop. Org. 2000) (discussing the benefits of intellectual property protection for developing countries); with ASSAFA ENDESHAW, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY FOR NON-INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES 352–53 (Dartmouth 1996) (arguing against strict intellectual property protections for developing countries as it results in an importation only model instead of indigenous development).
46 See ALIKHAN, supra note 45, at 43–44.
48 KEITH E. MASKUS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 179 (Inst. for Int'l Econ. 2000).
50 See id. at 58–59.
51 See ENDESHAW, supra note 45, at 146–47; Ruth Okodiji, Back to Bilateralism? Pendulum Swings in International Intellectual Property Protection, 1 U. OTTAWA L. & TECH. J. 125, 128–30,
Consequently, they contend that foreign investments do not materially contribute to these economies because they are primarily "turnkey' projects that do not entail a substantial transfer of technology or expertise" or involve the use of foreign brands and creative content.53

I have previously concluded that each side to this debate bases its assertions from an opposing starting point: namely, the Development Theory, for the first view, and the Dependency Theory, for the second.54 These two positions derive from a wider debate pertaining to the development of Third World countries.55 That debate emanates from Development Studies and is prevalent in debates relating to political economy discourse.56 That debate articulates and accentuates two distinctly different views as to how developing countries need to proceed in order to attain development.57

During the 1950s and the 1960s, various scholars associated with the comparative politics approach formulated the Modernization Theory,58 also referred to as the Development Theory, which attempted to show how developing countries could achieve development.59 Development theorists contend that Third World countries should follow a path to economic and political modernization that is similar to the one the First World had traveled.60 In practical terms, developing countries are advised to "acquire modern cultural values and create modern political and economic institutions."61

Development Theory is based on the premise that the only way for non-industrialized countries to develop is by following in the footsteps of developed countries and by adopting the latter's standards, values, conduct and legal structure.62 In its attempt to tackle economic and technological underdevelopment, Development Theory also calls for the "transplantation" of legal systems and norms...
from industrialized countries (ICs) to non-industrialized countries. In this context, Development theorists submit that "ICs have developed because of the existence of specific forms of laws and institutions while non-ICs failed to do so because they had no such laws and institutions or were 'traditional.'"

But the Development Theory has not gone unchallenged. Its skeptics have argued that people, nations, and countries have, throughout history, charted different paths of development. As such, no specific path of development should be singled out. It is further argued that re-enacting the steps undertaken by today's industrialized countries is not a viable option because it is not possible to reconstruct the circumstances under which those countries have developed. Indeed, during the late 1960s and 1970s, a number of social scientists in Latin America and the United States formulated a theory of Dependency. This theory maintains that the methods that are advocated by Development theorists "merely serve[] to widen the economic rift between the rich 'North' and the poor 'South' to the detriment of the latter. This state of affairs is attributed to the unequal distribution of wealth, knowledge, production capabilities as well as intellectual property assets.

At its core, the Dependency theory reflects the view that the "world capitalist economy has resulted from a relation[ship] of domination by a few 'metropolitan' countries (the '[Center]') and the 'subjugation' and subordination of most of Africa, Asia and Latin America (the 'periphery')." According to this line of reasoning, the "Periphery" was prevented from attaining industrialization and remained the supplier of primary products. Those theorists conclude that colonization of the "Periphery" by the 'Center' has cemented the relationship between the two into 'passivity' and 'dynamism,' respectively.

63 Id. at 5.
64 Id.
65 See id. at 2.
66 See id.
67 See id. at 2, 4.
68 See HANDELMAN, supra note 60, at 17; see also ANDRE GUNDER FRANK, CAPITALISM AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA: HISTORICAL STUDIES OF CHILE AND BRAZIL 145–146 (Monthly Rev. Press 1967) (tracing and explaining Brazil's limited capitalist development).
70 HANDELMAN, supra note 60, at 17–18.

Today, however, newly industrialized countries must compete against such well-established industrial giants as the United States, Japan, and Germany . . . [and] have to borrow financial capital and purchase advanced technology from the developed world, thereby making them dependent on external economic forces beyond their control and weakening their development.

Id. Countries are likely to be consumers rather than owners of intellectual property. Id. Similarly, foreign investments are of little use to developing economies because they lack a real transfer of technology and are primarily "turnkey" projects that retain control over the intellectual property subject matter. Khoury, supra note 53, at 300.

71 See, e.g., ENDESHAW, supra note 45, at 2.
72 Khoury, The "Public Health," supra note 49, at 52; see ENDESHAW, supra note 45, at 3.
73 Khoury, The "Public Health," supra note 49, at 52; see ENDESHAW, supra note 45, at 3 (stating that this relationship has reflected negatively on the countries of the "Periphery" in various
Supporters of the Dependency theory further contend that this unbalanced exchange (between the “Center” and the “Periphery”) is manifested by the permanent transfer of value-added products from the “Center” to the “Periphery.” That, in turn, is said to have caused a lack of foreign currency reserves and lack of capital accumulation in countries of the “Periphery.” Thus, a vicious circle has been created, whereby countries of the “Periphery” were largely relegated to the production and export of food and raw materials and forced to trade for industrial imports on unfavorable terms.  

Accordingly, Dependency theorists claim that developing countries cannot develop by merely copying “Western” values and standards because they will always be dependent on “Western” capital and technology. This would also mean that that intellectual property protection, *per se*, will ultimately only serve the industries of developed countries, which hold the intellectual property assets, and will, as a matter of course, hamper the efforts of developing nations to compete in the global marketplace. In effect, “Dependency theorists are pessimistic about the possibility of bridging the gap between the ‘Center’ and the ‘Periphery’...” They reject the developmental notion according to which the eradication of underdevelopment in non-industrialized countries can be achieved when those countries adopt the norms that are invoked by industrialized countries, including intellectual property protection. This is especially true given the low “Intellectual Property Potential” of developing countries.

Consequently, Dependency theorists call for severing the ties of dependency. They contend that the Development theory cannot justify stringent intellectual property protection in developing countries because adopting modern standards of intellectual property protection does not automatically entail economic benefits. In fact, in light of the demands of globalization, developing countries are unable to maintain their economic independence and are “coerced into adopting concepts of ‘free trade’ and ‘competition’ as well as ‘abandoning concepts of ‘self-sufficiency’ and ‘independence.’” As a result, they become “victims” of globalization because they

ways including the exchange process, the freedom of independent economic decision-making, and the proliferation of technology.

---

74 Khoury, *The “Public Health,”* supra note 49, at n.114; see ENDESHAW, supra note 45, at 3.
76 ENDESHAW, supra note 45, at 6–7.
78 See MASKUS, supra note 48, at 6 (stating that developing countries import new technologies and products); NEW HORIZONS IN INTELLECTUAL PROP., THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEBATE: PERSPECTIVES FROM LAW, ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY 172 (Meir Perez Pugatch ed., Edward Elgar Publg Ltd. 2006) (stating that companies do not patent products in developing countries because of the “low commercial market potential”); Khoury, *Measuring the Immeasurable, supra* note 69, at 40, 44–45 (explaining that developing countries have a low “trademark potential”).
80 ENDESHAW, supra note 45, at 4; Khoury, *Measuring the Immeasurable, supra* note 69, at 17.
81 See id. at 5–7.
have effectively delegated their powers of economic decision-making to Western-controlled (transnational) corporations. This has led some commentators to refer to this civilization of consumption as "Americanization," "McDonaldization," or even the "Coca-Cola-ization" of the world. Thus, they submit that, the Third World does not need this "market dictatorship" and "modern imperialism," but rather requires real opportunities for growth and stability. Consequently, those that oppose stringent intellectual property protection have stressed the need for a creative intellectual property régime that is more receptive to the needs of developing countries. Therefore, proponents of Dependency Theory advocate a proactive approach, whereby developing countries should exercise self-sufficiency by producing and manufacturing what they consume. This is referred to as the "Import Substitution" model.

The Dependency Theory can also be scrutinized. One such counter argument against it rests on the free trade model according to which there should be no interference in the economies of states. Further to the principle of "comparative advantage," each country that seeks to raise its productivity should limit its production to sectors in which it enjoys a comparative advantage. Thus a country would produce more in relatively less time while incurring fewer expenses and would be able to engage in trade with other countries that can produce other products.

---

83 Khoury, The "Public Health," supra note 49, at 49-50; see Endeshaw, supra note 45, at 3.
84 Ulrich Beck et al., Global America?: The Cultural Consequences of Globalization 36 (Liverpool Univ. Press 2003) ("The propagation of American ideas, customs, social patterns, industry and capital around the world.").
85 Id. ("[T]he process by which the principles of the fast food restaurant are coming to dominate more and more sectors of American society as well as the rest of the world.").
86 Farid Esack, Muslims Engaging the Other and the Humanum, 14 Emory Int’l L. Rev. 529, 541-42 (2000).
89 Khoury, Measuring the Immeasurable, supra note 69, at 17; see Endeshaw, supra note 45, at 8; Handelman, supra note 60, at 273-75.
90 Khoury, Measuring the Immeasurable, supra note 69, at n.16; see Handelman, supra note 60, at 272-75 (discussing the "Import Substitution Industrialization" model where a developing country consumes what it produces).
91 See Handelman, supra note 60, at 226 (providing for an account of various "Industrial Strategies" undertaken by some third world countries, including an "Import Substitution Industrialization" model, such as in Latin America, and an Export-Oriented Industrialization model such as the "Asian Tiger Economies").
94 See Carl, supra note 93, at 32. Thus, the "overall efficiency is thereby boosted, the size of the world’s economic pie is increased and a higher standard of living provided for all." Id. This free-trade model also entails a division or allocation of labor according to the specialized needs of the industry in a given country. See id. In other words, not only is a country supposed to limit its production to areas, where it enjoys a comparative advantage, it is also required to orient its entire work force towards that end. See id. The theory of comparative advantage requires an environment of free trade so that its full potential can be realized. Id. at 32-33. Consequently, countries have
Furthermore, it might be possible to entertain an argument according to which the free trade model does not negatively impact the intellectual property potential of a country. The rationale for that argument might be that the comparative advantage doctrine that is at the heart of the free trade model merely reflects the facts on the ground, i.e., that some countries’ economies are geared toward innovation while others have a comparative advantage in the extractive industries and in agriculture.

One way of responding to this is by arguing that the Dependency Theory is not directly intended to derogate from the principle of comparative advantage, but rather to contribute to its prudent implementation by disavowing the regulatory structure that preserves the “Center-Periphery” model. In other words, in order to implement the principle of comparative advantage in the most optimal manner, the world economy needs to do away with all those hurdles to trade including hurdles that have been created by the WTO-TRIPS system. In fact, the drafters of the TRIPS agreement foresaw a possibility whereby the TRIPS itself could potentially hamper free trade. Article 8(2) of the TRIPS agreement plainly prescribes the principle according to which: “[a]ppropriate measures, provided that they are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, may be needed to prevent the abuse of intellectual property rights by right holders or the resort to practices which unreasonably restrain trade or adversely affect the international transfer of technology.”

Indeed, in the wider context, the principle of comparative advantage itself has not been without skeptics. Those skeptics view it as a structurally-biased system which preserves a status quo of production vis-à-vis consumption among the North and South respectively. They further contend that even as early as the 19th century, been obligated through GATT-WTO to adopt a free market system, to remove trade restrictions and to shift their economies towards privatization and openness. Id. at 35–36.

*See* Primo Braga, supra note 92, at 27.

*See* CARL, supra note 93, at 32; LIST, supra note 93, at 369.

*See* AILEEN KWA, POWER POLITICS IN THE WTO 59 (Alec Bamford ed., 2d ed. 2003). It should be noted that the theory of comparative advantage is not the only model of international trade. *See* HANDELMAN, supra note 60, at 271–72. A variety of substitute theories and concepts have been introduced. *Id.* In this regard, one critic of the WTO advocates a “change from a ‘trade creates wealth’ to one that stresses broad based development,” in order to “improve the living standards of the world’s poor and ensure the long-term sustainability of resources.” Aileen Kwa, Focus on the Global South (Bangkok), *WTO and Developing Countries, FOREIGN POL’Y IN FOCuS, Nov. 1998, at 3,* available at http://www.fpif.org/pdfs/vol3/37ifwto.pdf. That review calls on the WTO to emphasize greater self-sufficiency of economies nationally and regionally. *Id.*

*See generally* Bello, supra note 75 (discussing the challenges created by the WTO-TRIPS system for developing countries).


*Id.* art. 8(2).

*See* Carl, supra note 93, at 33.

*Id.* at 32 (observing that “some advocate free trade; others believe that a greater or lesser degree of protectionism is necessary. Import substitution and state intervention are desirable to some, anathema to others.”). According to Carl:

**During the 19th and early 20th century, international trade was relatively free. Under the dominance of the colonial powers, the developing nations became**
century, developing countries were sidelined in terms of development and a simple, but unjust system evolved, whereby “the South supplied the commodities to the North and served as a market for its industrialized goods.”103 Thus, while exports by developing countries were primarily comprised of primary commodities, exports to the South, from industrialized countries, primarily consist of manufactured goods.104 Consequently, the WTO and its underlying principles of free and unrestricted trade are said to contribute to increasing the intellectual property deficit of developing countries because these countries are merely import destinations for manufactured goods from developed countries.105

* From the ongoing Dependency-Development debate, it is possible to conclude that while intellectual property protection might be a necessary condition for moving toward development, it is not a sufficient condition for realizing such development.106 Indeed, while some argue that intellectual property protection is a precondition for international trade and for the success of any given country (or nation),107 others regard such protection as a non-universal norm that is not applicable to non-industrialized societies.108 As such, they regard intellectual property as merely an economic tool of Western monopoly.109 In light of this Debate it appears that what Dubai has done by way of amending its intellectual property legislation and enacting new laws, will not raise its intellectual property and will only serve foreign IP holders that may be trying to sell their products, content or brands therein. However, my contention is that Dubai has managed to transcend the dependency fears by reinvigorating its intellectual property potential. In the next section, I demonstrate how Dubai has embarked on a proactive approach wherein its

"export" economies, composed primarily of mines and plantations.... Little processing of the minerals or agricultural products was carried on within the developing countries: rather the raw materials were usually exported to the industrialized nations for further refining or manufacture.
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103 Id. at 34.

104 Id. at 34–35.

105 See id. (referring to a study by Dr. Raul Prebisch, the executive president of United Nations Conference on Trade and Development). The reason for such a downward effect was that the price of products of developing countries (primary products) would tend to decline relative to the prices of imports from industrialized countries. See id. at 19 (explaining that “developing nations, in response to urgings from international institutions and from industrialized countries, have significantly reduced their own tariffs and non-tariff barriers to imported goods. The lowering of these duties has led to an increased demand in developing nations for manufactured goods and capital equipment from the industrialized world.”).

106 See Primo Braga, supra note 92, at 12–17.

107 See Robert M. Sherwood, Human Creativity for Economic Development: Patents Propel Technology, 33 AARON L. REV. 351, 356–57 (2000); see generally MASKUS, supra note 48 (arguing that IPRs provide an important foundation for promoting technology transfer, local innovation and economic growth in the long run).
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own intellectual property potential has been raised. It seems that Dubai has escaped the grasp of dependency. I will demonstrate how Dubai has created an integrated environment for innovation and creativity which, in effect, has laid down the foundations for moving from being consumers of intellectual property subject matter to creators thereof. Interestingly, this move has not been limited to patents and copyrights but has also, in an ingenious twist, infiltrated the branding sector as well.

III. DUBAI'S MULTILAYERED MODEL RELATING TO BOOSTING ITS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POTENTIAL

During the past decade, Dubai has been engaged in creating a fertile environment in which not only can foreign intellectual property rights flourish, but also its own intellectual property has been developed and enhanced. This has been realized through a multilayered system that is essentially a synthesis between national infrastructure and collaboration with foreign intellectual property holders. In this manner, Dubai has started to make intellectual property work for it. This section uncovers Dubai’s strategic steps in this regard.

A. Crafting the Legislative Infrastructure

As mentioned in the preceding section, the U.A.E. has enacted intellectual property laws that address its international obligations and which emanate from TRIPS as well as other treaties. However, Dubai has not stopped there. Rather, during the last few years, it has embarked on what amounts to an expansive legislative project that has been geared towards creating a legislative framework that is intended to nurture a “Dubai initiative” for creating a substantial intellectual property hub within. In 2000, Dubai enacted Law Number 1 of 2000 of the Emirate of Dubai establishing the Dubai Technology, Electronic Commerce and Media Free Zone. This law has subsequently been amended three times in order to bring it in par with new technological needs: Law Number 9 of 2003; Law Number 11 of 2004 and Law Number 1 of 2006. In addition to that law, in 2002 Dubai enacted Law Number 2 of 2002 of the Emirate of Dubai – Electronic Transactions

110 See discussion supra Part II.B.
and Commerce. In that same year Dubai enacted Law Number 6 for 2002 - Formation and Protection of the Telecommunication Network for Dubai Internet City. The aggregate effect of these laws has been to promote Dubai as a center for technology, electronic commerce and media. Thus, for example, the Law Number 1 of 2000 of the Emirate of Dubai establishing the Dubai Technology, Electronic Commerce and Media Free Zone sets the framework for establishing a university and research center in order to attain these purposes. In addition, these laws are viewed as important regulatory tools that can assist Dubai in becoming an offshore center for e-commerce.

B. Generating Localized Platforms for Research & Development

Notwithstanding the expansive legislative undertakings, Dubai’s legislative infrastructure falls short of providing the tools for boosting the intellectual property potential of Dubai. In other words, these laws need to be complemented by action on the ground that can provide an incentive for foreign corporations to bring their technology and knowhow into that emirate. It is worth noting that, in the narrow intellectual property context, foreign corporations would not have a real incentive to have a formal corporate presence in Dubai. That is primarily because the intellectual property laws of the U.A.E. do not discriminate against foreign entities. Those foreign corporations enjoy “national treatment” in accordance with the U.A.E.’s obligations under the Paris and Berne conventions and the TRIPS agreement. Thus, for example, a foreign holder of intellectual property is entitled to the same rights and protection that is granted to a locally registered corporation. Nevertheless, Dubai has managed to create a system of corporate registration whereby corporations are encouraged to establish an active local presence therein.
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118 Law No. (1) of 2000, art. 8.
120 See Law No. (1) of 2000 (providing the regulatory and legal framework for foreign companies to operate within Dubai).
121 Id. arts. 9(6), 11–12 (providing that foreign and local companies are treated equally under Dubai Free Zone Law).
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123 Paris Convention, supra note 36, art. 2, Berne Convention, supra note 38, art. 3; TRIPS Agreement, supra note 99, art. 1(3).
124 Paris Convention, supra note 36, art. 2, Berne Convention, supra note 38, art. 3; TRIPS Agreement, supra note 99, art. 1(3).
125 See Donboli & Kashefi, supra note 14, at 439–41 (describing the relative ease and economy with which a foreign company may establish a presence in Dubai’s Free Zones).
In 2004, the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) was established with the aim of creating "an environment for progress and economic development in the UAE and the wider region." It is thought to be "the world’s fastest growing international financial centre." Additionally, a year later the Dubai International Financial Exchange (DIFX), now NASDAQ Dubai, was established. The DIFC focuses on various aspects of financial dealings and which, in some cases, have a direct impact on intellectual property development. Foreign corporations are flocking to register with DIFC and to operate therein, due to the significant benefits that such registration entails. These benefits include a zero tax rate on profits; one hundred percent foreign ownership; as well as a lack of restrictions on foreign exchange or repatriation of capital. It is also worth mentioning that various legal entities can register with DIFC, including a company limited by shares (LTD) or limited liability company (LLC). Furthermore, the Companies Law facilitates the establishment of a branch office of a pre-existing foreign “Recognized Company.” Interestingly, that law also allows for the transfer of an existing company to the DIFC from another jurisdiction. In that case the transferred company would be referred to as a “Continued Company.” In addition to the methods of incorporation that are provided by the Companies Law, the Limited Liability Partnership Law also allows for the establishment, with DIFC, of Limited Liability Partnerships (LLP), or a branch of a pre-existing foreign Limited Liability Partnership (RLLP).
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134 Id. §§ 11.115–116.

135 Id. §§ 12.117–122.
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Generally, foreign corporations that are registered in DIFC are entitled to retain their connection with their foreign mother company or partnership. If a foreign corporation transfers its entire incorporation to DIFC, however, then it is considered to have become a national corporation that is bound by the local Companies Law (in the case of a corporation) or a partnership under the local Limited Partnership Law. Thus, the DIFC law provides significant financial incentives to foreign entities that are engaged in research and development, including startup entities. In other words, such entities need not be satisfied solely with their "national treatment" standing with respect to intellectual property rights, but rather may opt to register and cooperate within the DIFC framework, thereby expanding the interface with local entities and corporations that are engaged in similar projects.

The DIFC has helped to transform Dubai into the "New Delaware" for corporations that are engaged in R&D and which retain significant control over intellectual property subject matter. This in turn, has increased the likelihood for establishing bilateral cooperation (in research and development) between Dubai's national industry and those foreign corporations that have been registered therein. Indeed, the physical proximity of those corporations adds to the potential of expanding cooperation not only in the form of Foreign Direct Investments that are sometimes viewed with suspicion, but also as a vessel for the transfer of technology and access thereto.

For example, in September 2007 the Dubai Silicon Oasis established the first R&D Laboratory in the U.A.E. Also, Microsoft Gulf has

limited partnership (LP) or a branch of pre-existing limited partnership (RLP) may also register with DIFC in accordance with the Limited Partnership Law. Dubai International Financial Center Law No. (4) of 2006, § 2.9 (limited partnership) (Dubai), available at http://difc.ae/laws_regulations/laws/enacted_laws.html (follow the PDF hyperlink below “Limited Partnership Law”). Moreover, DIFC also accepts the registration of existing limited partnership originating in other jurisdictions (Continued Limited Partnership/Foreign Limited Partnership). Id. § 8.

See Dubai International Financial Center Law No. (3) of 2006, § 11.16.

See discussion supra Part III.B.

See DUBAI INT'L FIN. CTR., supra note 131, at 6 (stating that eighty percent of Fortune 500 companies are established in Dubai and that over 120 different countries represent over 6,000 companies located in the Jebel Ali Free Zone); see also UNITED NATIONS, WORLD INVESTMENT REPORT 2007: TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS, EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES AND DEVELOPMENT 253, Annex B.1 (2007) (indicating that the U.A.E. had approximately $8.4 million in foreign direct investments in 2006 ).

See Donboli & Kashefi, supra note 14, at 439 (describing the U.A.E.'s efforts to encourage foreign businesses to operate in the country to enhance its development).


Press Release, AME Info, Dubai Silicon Oasis Establishes First R&D Laboratory in the UAE (Sept. 9, 2007) (on file with The John Marshall Review of Intellectual Property Law), available at http://www.ameinfo.com/131407.html. Dr. Eesa Mohammad Bastaki, Director of Education & Technology - Dubai Silicon Oasis Authority (DSOA) explains that "Through the establishment of the Research and Development Laboratory, we aim to compete on a global level through attracting more knowledge-based innovations such as Integrated Circuit design centers, R&D facilities, and Semiconductor manufacturing companies." Id.
established a Microsoft Innovation Centre in Dubai. That centre is based around the theme of a digital lifestyle and sponsors applications for digitalized homes, communities and cities.

A similar model has been implemented with respect to companies operating in Dubai Internet City (DIC). DIC is an initiative that is geared towards bringing various internet corporations, large and small, local and foreign, under one roof. The similarity lies in two elements, namely a package comprised of substantial financial incentives coupled with an active physical presence in the country. These elements are enhanced because the “DIC offers both 100 per cent tax exemption and 100 per cent business ownership.” These two substantial incentives have prompted "global giants" such as IBM, Microsoft and Cisco Systems to establish a presence therein. But even more importantly, DIC has, due to this strategic and cost effective platform, the potential to attract many small and medium size businesses as well as promising entrepreneurial ventures. The activities of those entities within DIC cover a variety of sectors, including software development, business services, web-based e-Commerce, consultancy, sales and marketing and back office. This "on the ground" approach brings development and research closer to local scientists and technicians. This in itself, can act as a stimulus for boosting local innovation. Thus, the model transcends the conventional purchase of products or rendering of services, by shifting to the creation of a real partnership between the local and foreign, one in which the local trademark potential can be
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bolstered. In this way, DIC can foster a dynamic environment where research and development can flourish and not less importantly, where "foreign" knowledge is interwoven into local talent.

Notwithstanding these above initiatives, it appears that the crown jewel of the R&D infrastructure of Dubai manifests itself in the Dubai Biotechnology and Research Park ("DuBiotech"). This new initiative aims to attract biotechnology related R&D in the U.A.E. DuBiotech is currently the world's first free zone dedicated to the life science industry. DuBiotech has created a unique business environment and a package of incentives that is intended to encourage corporations to initiate operations at the Park. Among other things, DuBiotech grants to corporations full foreign ownership, repatriation of profits and tax exemption. It also provides for easy incorporation with minimal formalities, fast track immigration and customs procedures, long term land leases, guaranteed fifty years exemption from personal income and corporate taxes. DuBiotech has already managed to attract key players in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, as well as entrepreneurs, drug manufacturers, and industry specific business support services. DuBiotech companies cover the types of industries including biotechnology; medical; industrial; agricultural; environmental; equine/animal/marine; pharmaceuticals; neutraceuticals; nanotechnology;...
medical devices; and bioinformatics. The activities of those companies include: diagnostics; R&D including drug discovery; manufacturing, storage; industry specific training; and clinical trials. In addition to DuBiotech, other research institutes and organizations have been established in the U.A.E. with a view towards advancing nanotechnology in the country. These include the Dubai Silicon Oasis and Nanotech Valley.

The structure of DuBiotech shows that it is not simply a marketing-oriented initiative nor a "turn-key" type undertaking. Rather, built-in incentives effectively attract foreign investment in the form of R&D and exposes local industry to this research. Consequently, this enhances the local industry's potential to embark on independent research projects. Ultimately this can lead national companies to singlehandedly engage in frontier research and to develop new pharmaceutical and other types of patents.

C. Attracting Creators: Copyright and the "Freedom to Create"

When one considers the promotion of copyright-related subject matter, one is first inclined to consider the extent of protection that is granted by law. However, unlike other forms of intellectual property, copyrighted creations are intertwined with local culture and cultural values. As such, the creators and producers tend to pride themselves on local creativity. Thus, moving creativity out of its local surroundings is not a simple task. Here incentives per-se might not suffice. In its
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endeavor to create a safe haven for creativity, through the protection and enforcement of copyrights, Dubai has established the Dubai Media City (DMC).177

Notwithstanding the copyright laws that are in place as described above and which provide the creators with a bundle of rights,178 DMC’s operations are based on the concept of “freedom to create.”179 It ensures that the relocation of production to Dubai does not entail a loss of the freedom of expression or interference therein.180 Furthermore, the aim of DMC is “[t]o create and market world class enabling services for the media industry.”181 These institutions, i.e., DMC and DIC, are not disembodied endeavors, but rather appear to be part of a systematic approach for fostering the accumulation of intellectual property based capital in Dubai.182 Indeed, these zones, in the aggregate, constitute the Dubai TECOM (Dubai Technology, Electronic Commerce and Media Free Zone Authority).183 TECOM, in turn, is one of the free zones operating within Dubai.184

Another component in TECOM is the Dubai Studio City (DSC).185 This, in my view, represents the utilization of copyright assets to their fullest potential. This zone is an offshoot of DMC.186 Its aim is to provide answers to the production needs of the region and, in time, to create full-fledged cinema studios as well as sound stages and backlots, comparable with those of Hollywood and Bollywood.187 In addition to pre-built studios: sound stages; workshops; back lots and stage areas, Dubai Studio City will also house film and television academies.188 This creates the potential of shifting from a service rendering entity to a producing entity that can potentially create a synergy between local and regional talent and create new content
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177 See DAVIDSON, supra note 8, at 212.
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and creative works. Such an endeavor might not only bring in business in the form of foreign cinema producers, but could very well contribute to invigorating artistic and cinematographic creation at the local and regional level as well.

In creating this massive undertaking, members of the media and creativity sector have entered Dubai. This in turn, will expose local professionals to creative productions relating to the Media. In this way, the copyright laws are not only intended to protect foreign assets, but also are focused on fostering the creation of "local speech." This, in my view, represents a classic case of "glocalization," in which the global blends with the local and which, in time, can also create new local speech and expression. Thus, these undertakings have not created a risk of pacing local talent and industry at a disadvantage but rather of creating a system for attracting foreign technology, knowhow and talent. In this regard the model that has been applied in Dubai relating to the operation of free zones and the incentives that they harness is very similar to methods applied in England where both foreign and local traders have received similar benefits. This is clearly demonstrated in the case of the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) and NASDAQ Dubai (formally known as the Dubai International Financial Exchange) wherein both local and foreign corporations can operate.


See Press Release, Dubai Studio City, supra note 183 stating that TECOM supports the “growth of knowledge-based industries in Dubai” and has “developed the largest IP infrastructure in the world”). See Press Release, Dubai Studio City, supra note 183.

See THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN, THE LEXUS AND THE OLIVE TREE 295 (Anchor Books 2000) (1999). “Glocalization” is defined as the “ability of a culture, when it encounters other strong cultures, to absorb influences that naturally fit into and can enrich that culture, to resist those things that are truly alien, and to compartmentalize those things that, while different, can nevertheless be enjoyed and celebrated as different.”

See id.


Law No. (1) of 2000, amended 2006, art. 11 (technology, electronic commerce and media free zone) (Dubai) (providing equal treatment for both foreign and local companies in the Dubai Free Zones), available at http://www.tecom.ae/law/law_1.htm; Dubai International Financial Center Law No. (3) of 2006, §§ 4.11, 11.115 (companies) (Dubai), available at http://difc.ae/laws_regulations/laws/enacted_laws.html/ (follow the PDF hyperlink below “Companies Law”); see also DUBAI INT'L FIN. CTR., supra note 131, at 5 (noting that NASDAQ Dubai is an international stock exchange that is located in the DIFC).
D. Creating "Human Wealth"

Intellectual property is people-driven. It is based on the human wealth of a nation which, in turn, is contingent on developing human resources to a degree whereby it is possible to shift into the creation of patents and original works. The Dubai Knowledge Village (DKV) is yet another manifestation of the clear policy of fostering human wealth. Launched in 2003, DKV caters to a wide variety of knowledge-based entities, including training centers and learning support. Interestingly, it is the only free zone of its kind that is wholly geared towards professional training and learning support services. Another indication of Dubai's commitment to improving the human element relates to its focus on science in schools. This is especially important, given the significant role of science education on the future infrastructure of research and development. In this regard, the focus of science education in Dubai exceeds that of most leading countries.

Furthermore, Dubai has established the Emirates Institute for Advanced Science and Technology (EIAST). This institute aims to "enhance prosperity and support sustainable development by inspiring scientific innovation and fostering technological advancement." It is worth noting that that Dubai is not the only emirate in the U.A.E. that has been investing in establishing research institutes.
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Suffice it to mention the Adu Dhabi based "MASDAR" initiative that provides a "global cooperative platform to search for energy solutions." In addition, the U.A.E. government has recently established the National Research Foundation (NRF). The aim of this foundation is to provide funding to scientific research in the country. It is intended to mirror the role of its US counterparts, namely the National Science Foundation and the National Institute for Health. Indeed, it would appear that another byproduct of the various initiatives and projects mentioned thus-far is that national human resources will be less inclined to leave the country in search of professional opportunities that would suit their qualifications. This also helps combat brain drain from the U.A.E.

But still, much needs to be done by way of building the research capacity in Dubai. According to statistics provided by the World Economic Forum, the number of utility patents in the U.A.E. remains low. If this policy shift is to succeed, it is imperative to invest more in the human factor that will, in time, also contribute to the creation of patentable inventions in various areas. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that, thus far, the total number of patents originating from the U.A.E. (including Dubai) that have been registered with the USPTO is only 136. In addition, there are 186 pending patent applications originating in the U.A.E.

E. Building the "DUBAI" Brand

Another creative use of the intellectual property system in Dubai relates to capitalizing on the DUBAI brand. Dubai has been able to harness the power of brands by transforming Dubai the emirate into DUBAI the brand. In fact, this
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brand has come to denote what could be referred to as Bigger & Better than Ever\textsuperscript{220} The Dubai brand has the potential of being transformed into what may well be the biggest collective mark ever.\textsuperscript{221}

In this regard, it is imperative for the DUBAI brand, in order to sustain itself, to tolerate no shortcuts. If the DUBAI brand is to become a world recognized indicator of sophistication, quality and outstanding service, then a supervisory authority needs to regulate the use of that brand.\textsuperscript{222} Such an authority would, as in the case of all collective brands, be charged with the task of screening all projects and business initiatives that pride themselves on originating from Dubai.\textsuperscript{223} It is worth noting that this is not the first time that a country has sought to transform its name into a brand denoting quality. Consider, for example, the case of the Swiss brand, which covers a host of high quality consumer products, including watches, medical products, banking services and even chocolates.\textsuperscript{224} From all of the above, it appears that Dubai has not only acted to amend its intellectual property laws and to create a strong regulative régime thereto, but it has also created the infrastructure that is needed in order to convert itself from a mere consumer to a producer of intellectual property subject matter.\textsuperscript{225} This, however, has not been done behind an iron curtain but rather by reaching out to international partners.\textsuperscript{226} Dubai’s actions constitute a measured move on the developmental track while evading dependence on foreign know-how.

**CONCLUSION**

The Emirate of Dubai has, as a result of deliberate policy actions, been able to reinvigorate, indeed to reinvent, its “Intellectual Property Potential.” That is to say Dubai has boosted its ability to become the originator (and creator) of intellectual property subject matter, rather than merely a consumer thereof.

Dubai has achieved the two conditions through which an intellectual property régime becomes a valuable national asset for a country with an initially low “Intellectual Property Potential”: namely a structured regulatory framework coupled with decisive infrastructure-related action.\textsuperscript{227} Dubai has been able to enjoy a dash
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  \item \textsuperscript{224} See Norma Dawson, Locating Geographical Indications – Perspectives from English Law, 90 TRADEMARK REP. 590, 609 (2000); Justin Hughes, Champagne, Feta and Bourbon: The Spirited Debate About Geographic Indications, 58 HASTINGS L.J. 299, 301 (2006) (listing the Swiss brand, particularly chocolate, as one with “great cachet,” thereby providing economic benefits).
  \item \textsuperscript{225} See discussion supra Part II.B.
  \item \textsuperscript{226} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{227} See discussion supra Part III.A.
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toward spectacular economic development derived from natural resources while, in the process, evading the "dependency" trap, wherein the use of another's technology renders the user ever dependent on continued technological transfers. In effect, Dubai has been able to lay the foundations for a distinctive "Developmental" track. These foundations are symptomatic of Dubai's endeavor to maintain its blossoming economy that is intended to continue to flourish even after its oil reserves are depleted.

The U.A.E., including Dubai, have enacted intellectual property legislation in accordance with its international obligations. As I have demonstrated, the debate relating to the benefits of intellectual property laws on the economical development of countries, however, remains in contention. The argument reverberates through the interface between the Development theory and the Dependency theory.

By creating a multilayered economic model of incentives that is coupled with a long-term investment in national IP-related infrastructure, Dubai has, in effect, paved a distinctive "developmental" track. Indeed, while this track still needs maintenance and refinement, it appears to have directed Dubai towards sustainable development. By embarking on this model, Dubai has reinvented itself from a lowly fishing town to a mega-fisher of ideas and innovation.

I believe that the Dubai model can act as a beacon for other economies with an initially low intellectual property potential. Dubai's undertakings in the intellectual property sphere show that even a country that has an initially low "Intellectual Property Potential" and a high reliance on raw materials, can chart its own distinct path towards an intellectual property rich economy. Other countries should think about ways in which to apply their national intellectual property laws in a manner that is beneficial to their respective national economy.
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